
Catch the waves: high-performance oscilloscopes.
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2 -channel analog
100MHz oscilloscope
with cursor readout
GOS- 6103. Offers high stability, superb

"............0t
accuracy along with cursor readout for seven

measurements including: voltage, voltage percentage, frequency, phase, time and time
percentage. Features include time base auto -range, 10 memory presets for easy setups,
delay sweep, Z-axis modulation input, TV synch mode, handy buzzer alarm and LED
indicators. 6x 12318x 181h". Includes x 10 and x 1 probes. 910-5360 1,199.99
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2 -channel
35MHz oscilloscope
GOS-635G. Brings you excellent quality,
high lmV/DIV sensitivity, and an easy -reading
6" rectangular CRT at a value price. You get
trigger -level lock, convenient ALT triggering
and hold off functions, TV V/H synch modes,

Z- axis input plus CH1 output for extra versatility. 123kx6x1874". Includes x10 and x 1
probes. 910-5358 499.00

irkSTEKC ImIt 2-channel
"2 0000 00 00 6.04mal 20MHz oscilloscope

GOS-620. This high -quality basic scope is
an economical choice -ideally suited to
most field service, production and
educational uses. The 6" CRT screen with
8 x 10 DIV display area (1 DIV=10mm)
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permits fast, accurate checks. Features
include high 1mV/DIV sensitivity, vertical deflection magnification, sweep
magnification, CH1 output, TV synchronization, Z-axis input and ALT triggering
function. 123/8x 6 x 181/4". Includes x 10 and x 1 probes. 910-5356 399.99
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2 -channel 50MHz oscilloscope
with delayed sweep
LS 8050. This lab -grade instrument delivers sharp,
brigft traces on an illuminated scale (great for

waveform photos) and provides superior long-term stability. Features include
bandwidth limiting to 15MHz on the most sensitive ranges, delayed sweep to examine
small parts of the main time base, variable hold off, trigger -level lock, CH1 output and
more. 6x 12'/4x 18". Includes x 10 and x 1 probes. 910-5215 995.00
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2 -channel
20MHz oscilloscope
LS 8022. Equipped with a variety of helpful functions
including TV synch separator, variable hold off and X -Y

operation, this 'scope is a good choice for field service, production or educational
environments. It provides hign sensitvity (1mV/DIV) and safely withstands up to 400
volts AC/DC input peaks. Z-axis input, CH1 output. 6" CRT. 6x 121/4x 18". With probes.
910-5353 499.99
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Triggered sweep
10MHz oscilloscope
GOS-310. Compact, affordable and easy to operate, here's an

1- oscilloscope well suited to maintenance, educational and
$ hobbyist uses. Features include TV synch mode, X -Y operationb4) - '- with DC- 500kHz frequency response and a 75mm round -

screen CRT with 8x 10 DIV layout (6mm/DIV). Approximately 53/8x51/4x 12". Includes
test lead. 910-5355 289.99

Benchtop oscilloscope quick -comparison chart
All models accept 100, 120, 220 or 230VAC. complete specifications available online at ArAmt.radicshack.com.

Model Bandwidth Rise Time Max. Mout (x1 probe) Sweep Time CRT Display Area Cat. No. Price

Instek GOS-310

Instek GOS-620

Instek GOS-635G

LEADER LS 8022

LEADER LS 8050

Instek G05-6103

DC (AC 2Hz) -10MHz

DC (AC 10Hz) -20MHz

DC (AC 10Hz) -35MHz

DC (AC 10Hz) -20MHz

DC (AC 10Hz) -50MHz

DC (AC 2Hz) -100MHz

30nS

17.5n5

10nS

(1mV-2mV/DIV)

17.5nS

(5mV-5V/DIV)

7n5 or less

(5mV-5V/DIV)

3. 5n5

17.5nS (2mV/DIV)

300Vpk (DC + AC peak)

300V (DC + AC peak)

300V (DC + AC peak)

400V (DC + AC peak)

400V (DC + AC peak)

400V (DC + AC peak)

10m5-0. 1m5
in 6 decade steps

0.2p5-0.5S/DIV

0.10-0.55/DIV±3%
100nS-50mS/DIV±3% 1,10 mag)

010-0.55/DIV in 21 steps,
1-2-5 sequence

0.1pS-0.5m5/DIV in 21 steps

50nS-0.55/DIV
Continuously variable

75mm round
8.10 DIV (6mm/DIV)

6" rectangular
8 .10 DIV (10mm/DIV)

6" rectangular
8.10 DIV (10mm/DIV)

6" rectangular
8> 10 DIV (10mm/DIV)

6" rectangular
8,10 DIV (10mm/DIV)

6" rectangular
8 .10 DIV (10mm/DIV)

910-5355

910-5356

910-5358

910-5353

910-5215

910-5360

289.99

399.99

499.00

499.99

995.00

1,199.99

Industrial ScopeMeter®
helps you find the trouble fast
123. A rechargeable handheld dual -input oscilloscope, auto -
ranging meter and data recorder in one, it's ideal for checking
industrial instrumentation, machinery, control and power systems.
Connect -and -View"" operation handles the setups -lets you
perform entire troubleshooting sequences automatically.
Category III 600V rated. 978x4lbx 2 " drip and dust proof

enclosure. Includes rechargeable Ni-Cd battery pack and AC charger.
910-0145 1 195.00
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Adapter adds 64MHz digital
oscilloscope functions
to almost any PC
PCS64i. Connect it to your PC's parallel port and get

the versatility of dedicated digital scopes that cost hundreds more. Also operates as a
16MHz spectrum analyzer -even lets you record and compare two voltages for up to
a year. Approx. 11/4x9 x 63,.4". Min. PC requirements: IBM compatible, Windows 98, 95, 3.11 or MS-

DOS, VGA, mouse, free printer port, 480KE free conventional memory (MS-DOS); coprocessor or Pentium
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needed for spectrum analyzer, 910-3914 399.00
AC adapter for above. 910-39' 5 12.95
60MHz 10 probe. 910-3451 19.95


